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Letter From President's
Office Contrived by PSA
Draft Letter Just a Hoax
HBy HUGH M.M. ANDERSON
Design and Production
Make no mistake. There is no
"President's Committee on Legal
Issues."
But the Progressive Student
Alliance(PS A), the 15 to 20 mem-
ber student organization that takes
responsibility for a November 2
student mailing from the contrived
"Committee," claims their letter
was anecessary one, even if it was
at the President's expense.
"We wanted to give it [the
letter] more validity," Aaron
Bennett '93, a member of PSA,
said. Another PSA member, Jen-
nifer Barr '91, insists that "people
aren't thinking about dying in the
Middle East. People on this cam-
pus could care less."
The letter, which was ad-
dressed to "All Students" and was
printed on Trinity College sta-
tionery, in part stated that".. .With
the increase in tensions in the
middle east, we would like to
encourage all persons to register
if they have not done so yet, as
registration is an option for women
as well. We urge all students to
comply with the law and avoid
the chance of difficulties.."
President Gerety is
unamused. "I was chagrinned to
see my name associated with that
[the letter]. It's hard to figure out
what ideology would prompt
someone to do it," he said. Cheryl
Smith, Director of Institutional
Affairs at the College and the
College's legal consultant, re-
gards the falsification of a Col-
lege-sanctioned committee as a
"serious abuse." Her concern is
twofold: first, that the PSA ap-
pointed itself the mouthpiece of
the Administration, and second,
that the PSA utilized the Campus
Post Office to do so.
"I consider this an abuse of
College resources, and it could
constitute mail fraud," Smith said.
Like the President, she is sensi-
tive to the issue, but is disap-
pointed in the method the PSA
used to present its message. "You
can't make light of this [Selective
Service registration]. It is indeed
a very serious issue."
One week after the first let-
ter, though, the PSA distributed
Studentsand administrators languish injailinTri-Delta'sJail and Bail program held last Friday.
another student mailing, the
sender named as the "Progressive
Student Alliance" and dated No-
vember 9. It in part read: "There is
no 'President's Committee on
Legal Issues.' Our intent was not
to deceive the student body...we
know that President Gerety was
himself a conscientious objector
{to the draft]..,we feel that this
action was necessary on our part,
due to the events of the past weeks
andPresidentBush's recent deci-
sion to increase further the num-
ber of troops in the Middle East.."
Dean of Students David
Winer will meet with members
of the PSA this week. "We are
concerned with some of the things
that happened but we want to
She's More Than Just The President's Wife
Adelia Moore Sheds Light on Her Life Beyond Tom
HBy JAYAKASIE
Opinion Editor
After living at Trinity for over
a year, Adelia Moore has taken
tirnetoreflectonherlife. Trinity's
First Lady discussed her current
studies and work, while recalling
some of her past accomplishments
as well. In doing so, she shows
that she is much more than just the
wife of the President.
A graduate of Radcliffe,
Moore found the college a very
difficult place to be in the late
60's. "Harvard was very cold and-
arrogant." she said. "It was the
beginning of the women's move-
ment, and it was very hard to be a
woman there at that time." Moore
says that she envies Trinity stu-
dents for the size of the school and
the relationships they develop with
their professors.
Although she wrote her Eng-
lish thesis on Emily Dickinson,
Moore says that it was a biogra-
phy from both an historical and'
psychological perspective. She
claims to have considered major-
ing in everything from Govern-
ment to Modern Languages, but
always retained a strong interest
in Psychology.
.. Moore carried this interest to
Pittsburgh in 1978, where she
earned a M.A. in child develop-
ment. It was also there where she
worked as a therapist for two years
counseling families and couples.
In 1986, when her family
moved to Cincinnati, Moore be-
gan her work towards a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology. She com-
pleted nearly all her courses there
before she came to Trinity, Since
then she has taken two courses at
Yale, where she completed and
defended a clinical paper. She
will work on her dissertation for
the next year and looks forward to
her internship in the fall of 1992.
Moore claims that her dis-
sertation research will focus
mainly on development rather
than clinical issues. She hopes to
investigate power relations among
siblings, studied through language
and discourse, while at the same
time bringing in gender and hier-
archical issues. "I plan to vide-
otape families in the area and
analyze their interactions," said
Moore.
Part of her current clinical
training involves working at the
Newington Children's Hospital
School in East Hartford. "It al-
lows you to do research and clini-
cal work," said Moore. "I'm very
interested in parental education -
working with parents before they
need family therapy. This is a
great way to combine personal
interests with professional expe-
rience."
Amidst all her research and
clinical training, Moore has taken
an active role in the academic
Jives of her children. When she is
not volunteering in the classrooms
of two of her sons at the Kennelly
School, Moore if often doing
committee work for the P.T.A.
She also serves on anlnterdistrict
Magnet School planning commit-
tee.
Through many of these ac-
tivities, Moore feels that she is
"anchored in the community."
She remarked about campus life
as well. "It's funny to live at an
institution, but not to be on the
inside of it." For Moore, how-
ever, this lifestyle is anything but
new. The daughter of former
Episcopal Bishop of New York
Paul Moore, Jr., she has spent
many years of her life in rectories
and church-owned buildings.
Moore says that despite her
daily routine, every day for her is
different. And as for the future,
she believes that it is too soon to
make any concrete career plans.
Moore is certain, however, that
she would like to do more quilt-
ing. "I feel guilty because it's a
hobby I do very little of," she
remarked. "And I'd like to get
back to it after I finish my de-
gree..,"
Tri-Delta Jail and Bail




"You have the right to re-
main silent. You have the right to
a phone book..."
Approximately lOOstudents,
faculty and administration mem-
bers were convicted this past Fri-
day between 8:30 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. at the first annual Tri-Delta
"Jail and Bail" benefitting the
American Cancer Society. Ac-
cording to the last count taken,
the fundraiser accumulated over
$13,500.
For a fee of $5, anybody at
Trinity could be incarcerated in a
handmade jail cell in the base-
ment of Mather Campus Center.
While almost 30 of the crooks
could not be found for the arrest
to be made, the rest were brought
in by the Tri-Delta police through
use of the arrestee's release form.
Those arrested were brought
before a "judge" who set bail ac-
cording to the severity of the
"crime," After putting on the
obligatory black and white cell-
wear, the felons were ushered
into the cell where phones were
set up for use by the "criminals"
to try to make bail.
While most students had to
raise between $100 and $200 in
order to be freed, faculty and ad-
ministration had much higher
bails.
Of the thirteen faculty and
administration arrested, Dean Of
Students Dave Winer raised $600
and Director of Alumni and Col-
lege Relations Gerry Hansen
raised over$16OO. PresidentTom
Gerety, arrested for being too
photogenic and drinking to ex-
cess (cranberry juice of course),
had bail posted at $1000.
"People were really spirited
about staying in the cell and rais-
ing their full bail," stated Tri-
Delta sister Liz McDonald "92.
All of the bail money di-
rectly benefits the American
Cancer Society. The $5 fee for
the arrest will be used by Tri-
Delta to pay for the phone bill.
Those who still wish to buy
a commemorative t-shirt should
contact any Tri-Delta sister.
hear it through before we make
any decisions,"hesaid,"butl think
that students cannot pretend that
they are speaking for the institu-
tion without its consent, and stu-
dents cannot use College property
without its consent."
"We wanted to arouse some
true outrage," Barr said.
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The possibility of war causes a great reaction within
people. Some people react angrily, others courageously, and
still others disgustedly. Protests and slogans appear often in
neighborhoods, cities, and college campuses.
On this college campus, the reaction to a possible war
turned out to be a foolish one.
A few days ago, students received a letter of apology
from the Progressive Student Alliance for the false
representation of the President in a previous letter to the
campus, Apparently, the group believed that their message
would be better served by placing it on Trinity letterhead
allegedly from the President.
Unfortunately, it looks like what they have done is
cheapen their message by shrouding it in a false source. The
group may have gotten themselves a little more attention than
they bargained for.
By erroneously associating their message with the
President's Office, the P.S.A. has blundered into dangerous
territory. By writing a rather half-hearted apology urging
students to direct their outrage to the impending war with
Iraq, they are trying to deflect blame for something for which
they do not appear remorseful.
If anyone else had published a flyer to the Trinity
community under the name of P.S.A., the group would have
understandably been furious. Thus it makes no sense why
they would try that type of method.
What makes the situation worse is their letter in the
previous issue of the Tripod where they wrote to "express our
outrage at the administration's encouragement of militarism"
in the letter which they wrote themselves.
Did they imagine that no one would associate the P.S.A.
with the previousletter? Did they figure thatthe administration,
was that stupid? Apparently so. As it happened though,
someone did find out.
These letters tried to make the administration look silly
in their attempt to promote its cause. As it turned out, the
group themselves was the only one looking silly.
Editor's Note
Due to a printing conflict, the Tripod is unable to publish
untilDecember 4. In theinterim, elections for editorial positions
will be held in the Tripod office on November 27 at 6 pm. The
December 4 issue will be the final one of the semester.
If you wish to be a part of the Tripod editorial board, you
may run for any position, but only the staff may vote.
If you have been critical of the policies or the product of
the paper, now is the time to try to make some changes by the
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VaiTripod uses an Apple Macintosh System and the Aldus Page-
maker 4.0 Desktop Publishing Program, Headlines are set in super-
kerfed t imes. The body text is set in Times, while the editorial
column is set in Palatino. Other faces used in subheadlines arc Ga-
ramond and Helvetica. Captious are set in Optima. All fonts are
from the Adobe Macintosh Type Library.
List of Lies Marks World & Nation Article
To the Editor:
The debate over the Middle
Easthas become a running feud in
the pages of the Tripod. So it
should be. With a quarter of a
million young American lives on
the line, it is only natural that
college papers around the country
devote space to the many prob-
lems of thatimpassioned and war-
tornregion. Sadly, as itis the case
that our national pantheon of edi-
torialists and pundits will write
misinformed and half-baked
pieces on behalf of one cause or
another, so it is the case that the
Tripod will publish selective reci-
tations of the facts which amount
to nothing more than drivel.
Mark Bibro joined the fray
last week with his corrective to
Seth Gerber's article the week
before. Mr. Bibro seeks to call
attention to Gerber's "inaccura-
cies and just plain absolute falla-
cies." In seeking to set the record
straight, Bibro then launches out
on his own litany of lies and propa-
ganda. The list of lies is rather
long. The most blatant misuse of
the facts is this seemingly straight-
forward statement, which leads a
list of supposed Israeli abuses:
The intifada has claimed
nearly a thousand Palestinian
lives.
Mr. Bibro does not see fit to
mention- that fully one-third of
these nearly 1,000 Palestinian
lives have been lost through Pal-
estinian violence against fellow
Palestinians. In fact, more Pales-
tinians have died in 1990 at the
, hands of PLO-directed Palestin-
ian thugs bent on killing "collabo-
rators" than at the hands of what
Mr. Bibro (quoting the simp Col-
man McCarthy) calls "Israeli
child-killers."
Mr. Bibro does recount the
Israeli political machinations of
the spring, when Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir turned
down Secretary of State James







The Brothers of Sigma Nu
would like to thank the members
of the Trinity community who
generously contributed to our
annual clothes drive for the resi-
dents of the St. Elizabeth' s House
for the homeless. Due to your
generosity, many members of our
community will now be better
clothed for the winter. With your
support, we were able to collect
over 150 shirts, 65 pairs of pants,
40 sweaters and sweatshirts, as
well as many pairs of shoes,
socks, and other clothing. We
will be around again after
Thanksgiving to collect any
additional clothes, bedding, or
linen you might have in your
rooms or at home.
Thanks again for your help!
The Brothers of Sigma Nu
the siren call of Saddam Hussein,
what credibility does the PLO
have now? If Mr. Bibro can for-
give.thePLOof the'80's, wecan
be certain he will find a way to
justify the new 1990 edition.
The list of Mr. Bibro's
twisted facts and history is too
much to chronicle in this letter.
Mr. Bibro is not merely misin-
formed - he is malicious in his
use of facts.
But to engage Mr. Bibro in
the pages of the Tripod is really
not worth the trouble. The bot-
tom line in all of this is simple:
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is
a sideshow to America's bigger
problems in the region. Mr.
Bibro, would you like to address
the credibility of Saddam
Hussein in the decade of the





I would like to clarify the
questions raised in the Tripod of
November 6 in a letter from the
Progressive Student Alliance. The
Progressive Student Alliance
expressed concern about a No-
vember 2 letter sent to all Trinity
students urging Selective Service
registration and suggesting that
students pick up Selective Serv-
ice Registration cards at the Trin-
ity Post Office.
Although the memo was
written on Trinity stationary and
purported to come from the




Gold Claims He Was Misquoted
To the Editor:
I would like to make it
known to the Trinity commu-
nity that the quotes attributed
to me in the November 6 issue
of the Tripod represent a very
partial, "free" translation of
what I said. This was brought
to my attention by a colleague
who was in the audience with,
"did you see what they said you
said in the Tripod?" There was





I am writing to apologize to
the 20-30 students who registered
to vote with ConnPIRG's Voter
Registration and Education Cam-
paign and were unable to vote on
November 6 because of a mistake
on my part. I did not give 20-30
registration forms to the Office of'
the Registrar and still have not
been able to find these forms.
The Campaign role is to reg-
ister citizens to vote, to educate
the voters, and then to conduct a
poll on voter turn-out. I wish to
Letters to the Tripod must be received by
Friday at 5 pm for publication in a Tuesday issue.
They must be typed (preferably on a Macintosh disk)
and must be signed. If you wish to withhold your
name, it must be requested after the signature. No
profanity or obscenity will be printed. All letters are
the sole responsibility of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod.
enough. Then Mr. Bibro goes on
to portray the PLO as the victim
of Palestinian "splinter groups"
and Israeli oppression. Let's try
this sentence:
Unfortunately, the PLO lost
all the credibility it had gained
during the '80's with Arafat's
denunciation of terrorism and
accepted (sic) dialogue with the
U.S.
Unfortunate, indeed! Surely
Mr. Bibro would have preferred
that the U.S. ignore the PLO ter-
rorist hit squad of May 1990,
which was thwarted at the last
minute by Israeli troops on the
beachfront of Tel Aviv. After all,
the "splinter group" was only out
to murder Israeli child-killers.
And since when did Arafat's
grudging pronouncement in 1988
wipe out all PLO-inspired evil of
the decade (Achille Lauro, Rome
airport, Instanbul synagogue,
etc.)? Excuse me Mr. Bibro, but
what credibility did the PLO have
in the decade of the '80's? And
with every Palestinian rallying to
Letter Was Not From President j
To the Editor: . . .
Issues, it did not come from the
President, from me or from any
administrative office or commit-
tee. There is no President's Com-
mittee on Legal Issues. The No-
vember 2nd letter is a hoax or a
fraud and may constitute a federal
crime. It involved misinterpreta-
tion by mail, the theft of College
resources, and more important, a
serious abuse of trust. I have asked
the Campus Safety Office to in-
vestigate.
stress that I was personally irre-
sponsible with my duties and that
the campaign should not to be
blamed for my actions.
I am sorry and ask that those
students who were denied their
right to vote because of my mis-
take please send their name and
box number to me (Box 1828) for
follow-up purposes. Also, any
complaints, which are more than
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Senior Calls For Better Arts Coverage, Administration of Tripod
Proposes Six Point Plan For Improvement
To the Editor:
I now take time out of my
busy schedule to address, or rather
to attack, the problem of student
involvement in the arts at Trinity
which must be handled presently.
I realize that the Tripod has re-
cieved criticism in the past for
various reasons, and unfortunately
the primary focus of my explana-
tion highlights the 'Arts' section
of the Tripod. But, this situation
which I intoduce extends beyond
the responsibilities of the Tripod
and its staff, it being a matter for
all students at Trinity College to
consider. I also have some solu-
tions which I am willing to help
enact.
I submit that the primary
source for students to see what
happens at the Arts Center, and
the primary source for attracting
students to the Arts Center is the
Tripod 'Arts' section. I also sub-
mit that it is the fundamental
vocation of the Arts Editor to be
well informed of every event at
the Arts Center, and to be in-
volved in a working dialogue with,
at the very least, the department
chairpeople and the Director of
the Austin Arts Center. This
exchange on information should
also include some students who
major in Music, Theatre and
Dance, Studio Arts, and Art His-
tory. In another respect, the
English Department needs to be
included on this list, for poetry
and literary writing are in a sense
'fine arts' themselves.
The past two weeks have been
very active ones at the Austin Arts
Center with respect to perform-
ances, lectures and exhibitions.
The Tripod 'Arts' section, with
incredible consistency, has nei-
ther sufficiently informed its read-
ers beforehand of these events nor
creatively reported on the validity
of these events. The past two
issues I cite as my examples, not
only because they are fresh in my
mind, but because they have been
exemplary issues of the usual
organizational laxity which has
plagued this section for almost
four years.
The new photography exhi-
bition in the Widener Gallery
"Shooting Life: Twentieth Cen-
tury Photographs" is exactly what
the Tripod called it: unprece-
dented. Butthe only review of the
show came from a rather dry press
release. There was no attempt to
find out just what exactly why or
how it came that Professor Mi-
chael FitzGerald was able to find
the lenders to this exhibition. The
exhibition is being visited by high
schools, The New YorkTimes, and
many people from without the
college. A bit more of a personal
touch to the review of the show
would have been exceptional. I
still do not think that many stu-
dents realize that there are some
photographs of a tremendously
high caliber by some famous art-
ists (Robert Mapplethorpe, Rene
Magritte, Cindy Sherman, and on)
to be seen in our own Arts Center.
Another example I point out is the
review of the Music Department's
Annual Music-Theatre Revue.
Due to the brevity and the essen-
tially non-descript nature of the
article, I would challenge to say
that this was indeed a thoughtless
account of what happened on
stage. There is hardly any opin-
ion expressed in the review by
either the writer or the audience or
even cast members from the
Revue, which, again would have
been an attentive addition to its
content. I will leave the examples
to just these two, assuming other
students have found other weak-
nesses such as these in the 'Arts'
section also.
As I have found in my brief
discussion with the Arts Editor,
Liz Healy, the problem not only
lies in administrative problems,
but the lack of student iniative to
produce articles. I have over-
heard people criticizing me in
saying that they have not seen me
write for the Tripod. Well, the
fact is that I have, and I am also
concentrating on rehabilitating an
organization called the Art Club.
But, aside from excuses, I now
propse some solutions to the
Tripod's problem which I will
be glad to help implement at
the end of this semester:
1. Change the name of the
'Arts' section to 'Arts and En-
tertainment' to perhaps attract
the attention of more readers.
2. Make the 'Trinity Arts'
calender larger, and use larger
print, making it easier to read.
Also include a new calender
called 'Hartford Events' of the
same size.
3. Solicit, face to face, writ-
ers from each Fine Arts major
at least two weeks in advance
of events which must be cov-
ered.
4. Make use of the faculty,
students and performers for
interviews. Have exclusive
inerviews with certain perform-
ers.
5. If the job is too hard for
one Arts Editor, consider get-
ting a new one who has time to ef-
fectively deal with these people,
or consider getting a second edi-
tor.
6. The only way to improve
this aspect of the student involve-
ment in the arts is through hard-
line administration. We have to
do it write or not do it at all.
I hope this has been a con-
structive criticism, and for the sake
of the arts at Trinity 1 hope it
makes people talk, either with joy
or with anger. There can not be an
idle attitude towards the arts at a
small liberal arts institution like
ours, with hopes that the arts will
become more and more a part of
our lives here. We must begin to
change and speak out, or simply
settle for the mediocre, I am not
willing to settle for less than
improvement, and I hope others
not only agree, but involve them-
selves as well.
Sincerely,
Mahlon K. Stewart '91
The Definition Of "Mass Killings" Needs More Study
Gupta Asks Tripod To Check The Facts Before Writing
To The Editor:
I write this letter with refer-
ence to the article 'Mandal mad-
ness in India threatens weak
ministry' featured in the Tripod
dated October 30. I wish to point
out that the article is full of errors
and inaccuracies. These errors
have completely misportrayed the
situation in India. It is indeed
mostunfortunate that such articles
are written without even research-
ing the matter. Being a citizen of
India it deeply pains me to see my
country and its problems being
misportrayed in the western
media; however the last that I
would have expected was my
college newspaper to attempt the
same.
The article is replete with
errors most of which were pointed
out, in a letter, in the subsequent
issue of the Tripod by a fellow
Indian. I do not intend mention-
ing all the errors once again, but
wish to discuss a specific one. I
would like to question the use of
the term "mass killings" used. As
was pointed out in the letter, it is
wholly inappropriate to term
deaths which number less than
even a hundred, given the size of
India, as "mass killings." I do
realize the deaths, however they
may number, must be deplored.
In particular, I wish to dis-
cusss the usage of the word "kill-
ings" in the term "mass killings."
While it is true that a number of
people did die in connection with
this problem, I would like to clar-
ify the matter for the benefit of
your reporter. Most of these
"kiilings'"resulted from suicides
committed by students protesting
the proposed implementation of
the Mandal report (and not be-
cause of non~implementa,tion, as
the article states). A few deaths
also occurred when the police tried
to control violent student mobs.
Every nation has a duty to main-
tain law and order if certain people
attempt to defy the law and resort
to violence. Thus, to term these
all deaths, killings, is an attempt
atmisrepresenting the situation in
India. I am, to say the least, very
upset at the contorted image that
is presented of the situation.
I do not wish to appear to be
vindictive towards either the Tri-
pod or the reporter; however, I am
extremely saddened to see such
articles being written without a
complete understanding of the
issue being discussed. The west-
ern media has always been un-
kind to us, presenting distorted
images of the great nation that
Indiais. I request that at least your
reporters research properly and
ensure that factually correct as-
sessments of issues are presented.
This way unintended harm to






I feel it appropriate to make both an official and a personal comment on the
campus-wide distribution of a letter fraudulently attributed to a non-existent
presidential committee. I do this because of the seriousness and
Significance of public debate ^>ver great international issues. Of all such
issues, war is perhaps the most importanL The letter in question sought to
advance discussion by means of a deception. Whatever the intentions of its
authors, the letter trivialized the terms of debate. It undercut the depth of our
mutual concerns about,war in the Middle East. No one on this campus
should feel the need to deceive in order to challenge. Conscientious







She hopes that people will slop and think about what they,
have heard and realize that perhaps they are too caught up
in the material aspects of life...A recurring theme for
Tirzah is the idea of "going beyond." She feels that
people are often unwilling to step outside societal
boundaries and take risks....
SiOOpm-Midnight
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Peer Counselors Complete Sexual.




have completed the Sexual As-
sault Crisis Service Training and
are now certified Sexual Assault
Crisis counselors of the State.
The Peer Counselors have
been working to set up a hotline to
provide a way for students to
phone counselors' and talk with
them anonymously. An intake
sheet for each call will record the
nature of the call, but will not
include the caller's name. The
student will then be assigned a
Counselor to whom he can refer
on or off-campus. The sheets will
be available to both the Women's
Center and the Dean of Students
Offices, which will record all
informal complaints received. At
year's end, it is hoped it will be
easier to understand the nature of
sexual assault on Trinity's cam-
pus.
The hotline is not yetin place
as proper supervision is required
for Counselors in more compli-
cated cases. Counselors are cur-
rently awaiting the help of the
Sexual Assault Crisis Service.
However, with only six certi-
fied Counselors, hours will be
limited to Saturday and Sunday.
It is expected that after March
training when students can again
become certified Sexual Assault
Counselors, there will be more
students to work the hotline.
The hotline is expected to be
ready for use by next semester.
Students will be. able to have
access to it by calling the RA 5-9
Line. When a connection is made,
a student will be two options: to
speak with either an RA on-call or
a Sexual Assault Crisis Counselor.
When there are no available coun-
selors, phone numbers of various
Sexual Assault Crisis Centers will
be available to the students.
fraternityPresidentRicharddiPreta 91 presentedacheckfor$500toarepresentativefromHabitatfor
Humanity, alocalcharityorganization,lastFriday. The fraternity didmostofthefinalcleanupfortheHabitat
houseat42 Vernon Streetandsavedthecontractorover $500, which was then turned overto Habitat.
PhotobyCliffSwartz
M.O.M. (Medical Office Memo)
CONFIDENTIALITY. We're here if you need us.
WHO The Medical Office; The staff— Medical Director, (available upon referral by nurses or directly
at his 85 Seymour St. office, phone #246-8861), a Nurse Practitioner, 4 R.N.s and 1 L.P.N.
WHERE Adjacent to Wheaton Hall, first floor. Or by phone #297-2018 or 297-2019.
WHEN Monday 8 a.m. to Saturday a.m. 24 hours a day when school is in session. Security escort
necessary after 12 midnight. Closed for dinner 6-7 p.m. Week-ends - A nurse is on call. Contact Mather
front desk 297-2053. Call that number for emergency transportation to Hartford Hospital via campus Se-
. curity. • • • -
WHAT
•Services provided for acute illness and injury;
•Gynecological - on appointment basis with Nurse Practitioner which includes breast and pelvic exam,
birth control and abortion counseling, screening for venereal diseases. Partners are encouraged to
come in.
•Immunizations and TB tests as needed or in clinics held during the year by the medical office.
•Blood pressure checks.
•Medications - some availableinouroffi.ee; others will be called to pharmacy of your choice as deemed
necessary and appropriate. '
•Urinalysis and cultures, pregnancy tests, hemoglobin blood tests, throat cultures. Lab tests not
performed in the office will be done at Hartford Hospital laboratory.
•Physical exams required for Motor Vehicle license applications.
•Referrals made to appropriate specialists such as: Ear, Nose and Throat; Surgery; Dental.
WHY Convenient, no charge, infirmary confidentiality — all student records are held in strict confidence
with access only to the nursing staff or physician.
INSURANCE COVERAGE: Any student who pays the general fee is covered by student health and
accident insurance. To process a claim, bring in the original itemized bill to the Medical Office. You will
be given a signed claim form to fill out and submit to carrier. These forms are obtained only through the
Medical Office. Do not submit forms attained elsewhere. Call Hartford Insurance Group 1-800-368-3653
on any problems with your claim. Refer to your insurance pamphlets for coverage and exclusion. Extras
available in our office.
Security Blotter
The information contained herein is reported activity and pertinent
information for Campus Safety personnel from the past week
commencing Friday November 2,1990 through Sunday November
11, 1990.
Saturday November 3 at 3:30 pm - North Campus: Employee
reported that she observed a male non-student attempting to enter
window at dorm. Subject left area and was approached by Campus
Safety Officer on soccer field. Subject stated he did not attempt to
enter building. Employee could not make positive identification.
Subject escorted off campus. Description/Identification: male,
hispanic, 17 years, 5'5", 140 lbs, black eyes, black hair wearing
gray sweater with black stripes and gray sweat pants. Subject's
name: Lionel Rosario, dob 7/11/73 of Bonner Street Hartford.
North Campus dorm checked, no signs of forced entry.
Saturday November 3 at 11:05 pm - Vemon Street: Student
reported that as she walked up Vernon Street a male was walking
behind her and made reference to causing harm and making
obnoxious remarks. Hartford Police officer working Vernon Street
detail followed subject and detained same. Subject was arrested for
breach of peace after complainant could not be located.
Monday November 5 at 8:27 pm - 71 Vernon Street: Alarm
company contacted Campus Safety to report an intrusion alarm.
Campus Safety officer went to location and observed that a rear
porch outer door was open, and an attempt to open sliding glass
doors had been made. Entry was not made. Occupant of residence
walked through with Campus Safety officer and determined that
nothing had been disturbed.
Tuesday November 6 at 10:15 am - Cook C Dorm: Student reported
that sometime between Friday November 2,1990 at 8:00 pm and
above date and time some person(s) had entered his room and
moved several items out of place. Student's television and stereo
had been taken off the stand and placed on the floor. Two crates had
also been disturbed. A Realistic Clock Radio was missing, value
$45. Campus Safety officer checked area and found that the
window had apparently been pried open (however there were no
clear marks), as student stated he closed all windows before
leaving. Student advised to contact Hartford Police.
Sunday November 11 at 12:20 am - Ferris Roadway. Three males,
including two students, were walking toward Broad Street along
the Ferris Roadway when they were approached by five non-
students — one male youth and four females. The male youth
confronted one of the group of three, demanding his jacket
Another one of the three stepped in to assist the first, and the youth
assaulted him. The first subject then turned over his jacket to the
youth to avoid further confrontation, at Which time the youth and
his four companions began to leave. A subsequent struggle to
regain possession of the jacket resulted in the two students being
kicked and struck with a chain wielded by one of the female youths
The group of non-students eventually left the area without the
jacket. Description: male,hispanic, 18years,5'8",minbund,short
kinky hair, some facial hair, space between middle teeth and
missing a side tooth, wearing a dark Chicago Bears jacket with a
bright orange "C". #1 female, hispanic, 18 years, 5'3", dark hair
with blond highlighting, wearing a white jacket or shirt. Other 3
females: no description available.
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AdcliaMooreand family at PresidentGerety's inauguration lastyear.
SGA BOX
YOGURT YOGURT YOGURT
You asked for i t . . .
YOU GOT IT!!
Thanks to the SGA Food Committee, Marriott and the Parents' Association, Frozen Yogurt will now
be available in the Cafeteria and the Cave everyday. What else do you want? Let us know. Write








Applications are being accepted for
the 1991-1992 academic year at the
Special Undergraduate Program. A junior year
introduction to architecture, urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the first
•semester in New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility in the historic Marais district.
The program offers a choice of academic terms:
1. Summer, 1991 in New York and Fall, 1991 in Paris.
2. Fall, 1991 in New York and Spring, 1992 in Paris.
Applications due March 15, 1991
Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from:
Dean of Admissions




New York, New York 10027
1212)854-3510
Columbia University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution
HIS WEEK IN
i RINITY HISTORY
COMPILED BY JAY AKASIE
100 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tablet; vol. 24, No. 3; November 22,1890.
"There seems to be a general and pathetic disposition on the
part of the gay and gilded Collegian to look upon his life and its
duties as a rollicking and diverting farce - a joyous four years of
uninterrupted feast and song, carousal andriotous living, at the end
of which waits an expectant and appreciative world eager to place
him on the pedestal that, he doubts not, has been reserved for him."
50 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 37, No. 7; November 8,1940.
"If any of the young ladies present feel that they at some time
during the weekend will be in need of a shotgun, they will find a
practicerangeforwould-bemarkswomeninthebasementofJarvis
Hall. This range is the property of the Trinity College Rifle Club,
a recently formed organization, headed by Ralph Calaceto and Bill
Tribelhorn.
Incidentally, we would like to warn the young sirens who are
our guests this weekend to please do away temporarily with any
marital intentions, The soccer team lost one of its best players last
week when he entered into sanctuary from the draft.
Just remember 'femmes Fatales' that we still have Wesleyan
on our schedule, and will need all our forces."
25 YEARS AGO .
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 64, No. 9; November 16,1965.
"It was indeed fortunate that alumni and friends visiting the
campus on Homecoming Weekend had the opportunity to view
Trinity's brand new, $2.2 million Austin Arts Center, which so
recently closed its doors during the Life Sciences Convocation."
Women's Center Speaks Out On Sexism
By ABIGAIL BORDNER
Special to the Tripod
There are sexist attitudes all
around us. The Peer Education
session this past Saturday was an
effort to raise awareness of this
sexism and become sensitive to it.
Sexism surrounds us in the me-
dia. Women and men are con-
tinually exploited in advertise-
ments. There are several institu-
tions in American society that not
only tolerate sexism, but perpetu-
ate it. There is sexism in religion,
education, television, media, and
language. These institutions need
to be evaluated critically and
confronted with their sexism. The
esteem and advancement of
women depends on creating an
atmosphere where their bodies,
minds and spirits are respected
and treated with the same respect
as men. We must promote an
environment where women and
men can discuss issues of sexual-
ity on equal terms, where women
are empowered to make intelli-
gent statements and conscious
choices.
Sexual assault falls on a
continuum of sexism. At one end
of the scale we have sexist re-
marks and jokes. Atthe other end
we have the ultimate violation of
a woman's dignity, rape and ac-
quaintance rape. The sexism that
surrounds us creates, either sub-
consciously or consciously, roles
and attitudes that objectify women
to the point where some sexism
becomes tolerable. If we tolerate
a sexist joke or remark we be-
come immune to the shock of
sexism on that scale. We then
move on the continuum one step
to where a pat on the ass or a grab
of a woman's breast becomes
acceptable and eventually on to
rape and date rape. We must
confront the problem of sexism in
even its mildest forms. We, as
students who wish to promote a
campus of equality and unity,
cannot tolerate sexism.
Become involved by calling
the Women's Center 297 - 2408
and help to combat the problem of
sexism and campus rape.
Women's Center Lunch Series
lecture Thursday November 15.
Doctor Ellison Findly will be
leading a talk about "Religious
Resource for Women's Power in
India: The Case of Nur Jahan" at
12:15pmin the Women's Center.
Refreshments will be served.
ASIAN AWARENESS MONTH
This month has been deemed Asian Awareness Month. The following is a list of the events
coming up this month.
Nov. 14 WED. Lecture: "Continuity and Restoration; The Philippines in





Lecture: "Exploring Asian Identity" Grace Yun —
cosponsored by Area Studies Alumni Lounge 7 pm
Exhibit: "The Japan Idea: Art and Life in Victorian
America" at the Wadsworth Atheneum
Nov. 26 MON. Lecture: "Model Minority Myth" Vivian Wu (Asian
American Resource Workshop, Boston) McCook Auditorium 4:15 pm
Nov. 27 TUE. Lecture: "People of Color Confronting the 21th. Century: Black-Asian Con
flicts; Media Images Today. Are They Getting Better Or Worse?" —cospon
sored by SOAR and SFE Wean Lounge,
Nov. 28 WED, Lecture: "Recursion of an American Phobia:
Contemporary Anti-Asian American Sentiments"Professor Watts Rittenburg
Lounge 4:15 pm
Nov. 30 FRI. Open Party: An A.S.I.A. Sponsored Dance for All. DJWild
Pitch of Jam City Productions. Cave 10 pm - 2 am
L
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NICE TO ] [ 110 MINUTES LMER^STCR-UNC, THIS IS PIRK.KlRK.
S U E L N B R \ G H T 6 E L 0 V J
US STALING. H W E W
MCT HER? 'CKTtHYN LATERSftSKtJ
by Brian Johnson So What is an "On-Call" Nurse?
A Message From the Medical Office
On weekends and at various
other times during the school year
the medical office may be closed
but a nurse is on-call. A recorded
message on the medical office
phone, a note on the office door
and/or Mather front desk will
inform you of this. It means a
nurse is available by "beeper" but
through Mather front desk only.
The process is as follows. A
student calls Mather front desk
for the nurse. Mather "beeps" the
mirse who then calls Mather for
the student's name and phone
number. You leave ONLY your
full name and phone number for
the nurse. Your problem is confi-
dential.
We find several problems
frequently arise which confuse
things.
1) A student, in an ingenious
but misguided way, occasionally
gets hold of the beeper number
and tries to call the nurse directly
with a problem. The nurse on
hearing the beep calls Mather who
has no information for her. She
has no idea who "beeped" for
help.
2) The nurse on-call is not
always immediately available.
She may be in the car and has to
get to the nearest phone, she may
be in a grocery line and/or other
activities of daily living. The
length of time might be three
minutes or twenty minutes at the
most. Please give her time to call
back before calling again.
3) When you leave a phone
number with Mather for a nurse
please stay at that number and be
sure your phone ringer is on!
When the student's problem
is stated to the nurse she will make
a determination as to whether the
student needs to be seen, referred
to hospital emergency room or a
walk-in clinic, pick up over the
countennedication at a pharmacy
or come to the medical office when
it is open.
Cooperation will help expe-
dite your needs.
Lenalab, P.O. Box 22-2596, Hollywood, Floridji^ 33022 I
i— - n r ' i M n i n i 1 - r r " ' - ' . • ' • «••uniftMiTr •'-.. - TIP--'••L'M - — • ' "-*..'-'.'"T'*riftJ"'"ifiW''r 17' *TT iH i ' \AW/ ' T-'
1
• Save up to 50% or more on your
I Contact LensReplacements
I The exact same lenses your doctor ordered at wholesale prices.
I Our low prices lets you SAVE OP TO 50% OK MOKE! '
|Lenses as low as $14 per pair. ..no clubs to join
j...no hassles...no gimmicks. Most lenses shipped
.to you within 24" hours via Federal Express 5. all
•are 100X GUARANTEED!Simply call in your Doctor's
|name and phone number(or address) using our toll
| free number below.(24 hours-7 days) Our optician
.will contact your Doctor for you and obtain your
I prescription.(verification is required to order)
Y E S . . . we can
save you up to
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An informal lunch-time series during spring semester designed 10 give you,
the students, a place to present original research, creative writing or other items of
intellectual interest to the Trinity Community.
Contact Laura A"brahamsen-Lazos, Graduate Mentor, at Box 2116 or ejt. 2307
for more Information.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
The Tripod will hold elections for new positions on
Itoesday, November 27 at 6:00 pm. All positions on the
editorial board will be available. Anyone may run for an
editorial position but only staff may vote. If you think
you are interested, call X2583 for more information.
REMEMBER...
ELECTIONS ARE TWO WEEKS FROM TODAY!!!
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Widener Gallery, Shooting Life:
Twentieth Century Photographs,
on display from October 31st to
November 21st, opened Novem-
ber 2nd to a large and enthusiastic
gathering of students, alumni/ae
and faculty.
The selection of prints, cho-
sen and arrangedby Michael Fitz-
Gerald, a professor in the Art
History department, was gener-
ously lent by Trinity alumni
Kathryn Weill Goldfrank and Joel
M. Goldfrank '69, Peter Hay
Halpert '80, Mary Salter '73, and
Mel Kendrick '71. Mr. and Mrs.
Goldfrank and Mr. Halpert at-
tended the opening reception and
spoke briefly about the history of
their interest in photography and
the development of their collec-
tions.
In addition to the excellent
quality of the works of art, a great
deal of the show's success derives
from the arrangement of the pho-
tographs. Ofparticularnoteisthe
sequence of organic forms on the
west wall of the gallery, among
them the simple, interlocking
shapes of Edward Weston's Pep-
per of 1930 and, in contrast,
Imogen Cunningham's Two Cal-
lasof circa 1929, adelicate, linear
image.
Within this series are intrigu-
ing thematic juxtapositions, such
as that of elemental masculine
and feminine forms. Weston's
Nude of 1936, a semi-abstraction
of the female body, occupies a
corner alongside his muscular and
volumetric Pepper.
This opposition recurs, on the
facing wall of the gallery's cen-
tral partition, between Andre
Kertesz's voluptuous Satiric
Dancer (1926) and Robert
Mapplethorpe's Charles (19S7),
a dramatic depiction of masculin-
ity. Significantly, male and fe-
male characteristics are embod-
ied in a single print, Weston's
Charts, Lake Ediza (1937), in
which a figure wearing military
boots and seated in an open,
masculine pose is revealed, upon
closer inspection, to be a beauti-
ful young woman.
Across the room, Robert
Doisneau's renowned Le Baiser
de VHotel de Ville,Paris from
1950, hangs beside
Mapplethorpe's Lam' and Bobby
Kissing, of 1979. t o the left,
August Sander's Notary (1924)
gazes perplexedly, possibly
judgementally, upon these con-
trasting portrayals of romance.
This group of prints highlights the
multiplicity and complexity of
Twentieth Century life, similarly
revealed by the variety of subject-
matter and styles in the exhibi-
tion.
Perhaps the show's success
and popularity will encourage
future lendings on the part of
alumni/ae. Regardless, Shooting
Life : Twentieth Century Photo-
graphs honors the Art History
department and lends prestige to
Trinity College as a whole.
The Chicago String Trio at Trinity




nowned Chicago String Trio per-
formed a vibrant concert to an
almost sold-out crowd in Austin
Arts Center's Goodwin Theatre
on Friday night. The concert was
entitled "Mozart and the Italian
School: Tartini, Vivaldi, Bocch-
erini and Mozart."
The first half of the concert
was graced with the sounds of
guest harpsichordist, Pietro
Revoltella, in addition to the
supurb musicians who form the
trio. TheyareBetrinaMussumeli,
violin; Jodi Levitz, viola; and
Susan Moses, violoncello.
Mussumeli was first violin soloist
with the symphony orchestra of
The .milliard School and of the
National Orchestra Associationof
New York. She has won four
major national competitions in the
United States. Levitz is winner of
eight important first prizes in the
U.S. and has played at the Salzburg
Festival and Lincoln Center.
Moses, who made her debut at
Carnegie Hall in New York, has
played as a soloist and in chamber
eensembles in the U.S., Europe,
SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
are being offered by
NECUSE
New England Consortium for Undergraduate Scienca Education
at
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE, BOWDOIN COLLEGE,
BROWN UNIVERSITY, COLBY COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, SMITH COLLEGE,
TRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
WILLIAMS COLLEGE AND YALE UNIVERSITY
in the fields of
ASTRONOMY BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
EARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
NEUROSCIENCE AND PHYSICS
Stipend: $3,000
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
will be available in your
Science Departments and Career Counseling Offices
after December 15, 1990
Japan and Australia.
Daring programming and
scholarly research for new works
have been hallmarks of the Chi-
cago String Trio. Their perform-
ances have earned praise from
critics and audiences alike. They
just recently recorded Schubert's
"Adagio" and "Rondo," three
Mendelssohn "Piano Quartets"
with the pianist Carlo Levi Minzi,
as well as the Boccherini "String
Trios" in three compact disc's for
the Concerto label.
Especially strong at Friday's
concert was the trio's rendering
of Vivaldi's "La Folia," which
closed the first half. This piece,
and the concert as a whole was
representative of what has been
noted as their "refined dynamics
and extraordinary expressive
power" due to the group's "total
participation and admirable
unity."
Liz and Russ Review Avalon
Liz;
With Avalon, director Barry Levinson has succeeded in creating
a full- blown period film. It is a film so thoroughly sentimental, that
it makes the mundane lives of its characters into something majestic,
even epic. The story chronicles three generations of an immigrant
family and their search for the American dream, mainly set in the 50' s.
Armin Mueller-Stahl stars as the head of the Krichinsky clan, and
Aidan Quinn is his almost too perfect son. This is a beautifully made
film, which contains some shots that I can truly call breathtaking —
hoping not to sound too corny. The sight of Quinn'sfaceframedby the
fireworks of the 4th of July qn one side and the burning facade of a
building on the other is a symbolic moment that I will not soon forget.
So yes, it is sweet, it is modest, it is comforting, yet it doesn't go
beyond that. Levinson ended up merely scraping the surface of his
subject matter, which is based upon his own upbringing in Baltimore.
This life is obviously one which he knows very well, for he illustrated
it so perfectly with Diner. In that film, he took us to the same period
in time, and showed us young people standing on the edge of life, ready
to jump in.
With Avalon, he has achieved something entirely different. These
people have been caught somewhere in the middle, not at a turning
point, and therefore at times I was asking, "Where is this going?" The
conversations are believable family chatter, yet unfortunately they
become dreary, even tedious. Two-thirds of the way into the film,
Mama Krichinsky %s long lost brother arrives from the old country, out
of a concentration camp, with his wife and child. If this moment had
occurred earlier in the film, it could have been pivotal, poignant and
this could have been as wonderful a story of social changes and the
"American Dream" as Joan Micklin-Silver's Hester Street. Yet as it
stands,it is merely aflash of life inalong string offlashes. Butiooking
back, maybe that's all Levinson intended Avalon to be.
Russ:
O.K. Liz, I see all of your many points and from a purely artistic
point of view, you're probably correct. However, the essential point of
this film is how it affects the audience. Alas, in this respect Avalon a,
a resounding success. I was deeply affected by this film and I feel that
everyone whose family arrived in America poor and yet full of hope for
life in the New World will be equally affected. Avalon is not your
average 'American Dream' story, however. The film shows quite
strongly the failings of the American Dream - the havoc that it could
bring to the bonds of family and the values of the old world. We see the
struggle of immigrant Sam Krichinsky to hold his family together
through the trials of American life as it raced ahead,, leaving old world
ideology in its wake.
In the end, Avalon lef t me feeling very sad - sad for the failings of
the American Dream, sad for the inability of America to match
America the abstract, and sad that America today is almost devoid of
the optimism of that very precious time. When Sam Krichinsky came
'off the boat1 in Baltimore, it was the Fourth of July, the world was
filled with lights and festivity, and the city was the most beautiful place
he had every seen. I only wish that I thought that the Sam Krichinsky *s
great-grandchildren still felt that way about America. I think this is
Barry Levinson's ultimate point, one which he makes in a very
touching and effective manner. See Avalon, because it will make you
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Iraqi War Is Neither Beneficial Nor Inevitable for U.S.
Students, Civilians Should Realize the Consequences and Take Action
M By JAY BARBA
WoHd & Nation Writer
It is time for the widespread
trivial and safe feeling emanating
from the Persian Gulf to end. No
longer should it be considered
unlikely that a war will break out.
President Bush called for a dra-
matic increase in the amount of
U.S. troops to be sent to the Gulf.
This build-up, which will increase
the number of soldiers in the
Middle East to almost 500,000 by
the new year, is so that we may be
able to invade Kuwait if Saddam
Hussein does not leave.
The size of this build-up is
frightening when you realize that
this force is too large and expen-
sive to be stationed in the Gulf for
a long period of time, but this
force does not plan to stay long. It
will either scare the Iraqi troops
out of Kuwait or invade Kuwait
soon after arriving,
It is a popular belief that an
invasion of Kuwait will be easy
and low risk, but that is certainly
wrong. Many American $oldiers
will die. Some estimates predict
5,000 Americansdead and 15,000
wounded in just ten days, and the
war could easily go much longer
than that. This will not be like die
invasion of Panama, where only a
"few" Americans were killed, Iraq
is a much larger and more power-
ful country than others the United
States has aggressively invaded
over the decades, and it will in-
flict a death toll unrivaled since
the Vietnam War. And don't
forget about the thousands of
hostages trapped inside of Iraq
andKuwait. Most of them will be
killed, too. But we would win the
war; don't get me wrong. But at
what cost will this victory come?
Another thing most people
don't think about is the casualty
rate that will be caused by us.
Some people feel that the higher
the better, but they do not realize
the extent to which our attack will
destroy the civilian population.
If we invaded, Kuwait and Iraq
would be damaged severely, but
in the process of knocking out
strategic points, we would inflict
what the Pentagon calls "collat-
eral damage," which is the acci-
dental killings of innocent civil-
ians. We will be killing thou-
sands of Iraqi and Kuwaiti people,"
who had no more control over
Saddam Hussein's aggressive
actions than we did.
So, then, let's see how this
war would also affect you per-
sonally. For those people who
don't care about the death toll
listed above, then let me remind
you of the possibility of a draft.
And for those of you smiling and
India's Religous Problems
Lead to Singh's Downfall
B By AFSHAN ASGHAR
World & Nation Writer
India is once again without a
formal government. V.P. Singh's
eleven month old government
finally collapsed on November
7th. Singh, who had earlier
achieved astounding political
strength was wiped outin a vote of
confidence in Parliament.
The issue that prompted the
confidence vote was Mr. Singh's
refusal to allow militant Hindus
who were backed by the Bhara-
tiya Janta Party to begin construc-
tion of a temple of Rama on the
site of a sixteenth century mosque
in the city of Ayodhya. The
mosque was constructed in 1528
by Babuv, the first moghul em-
peror. Though the mosque hasn't
been used by the Muslims since
Hindus brokeinin 1949andplaced
religious idols there, India's 110
million Muslims still claim the
mosque as their own and have
called upon the city of New Delhi
to protect their holy site. On the
flip side of the coin, the Hindu
fundamentalists say that the
"Barbari mosque" stands at the
place where Ram, the most es-
teemed Hindu warrior god, was
born. They dream of rebuilding
his legendary temple.
The dispute has been thecause
of widespread religious tension.
Lai Kishen Advani, chief of the
fundamentalist BJP, traveled to
Ayodya in a Toyota van, designed
to resemble an ancient Hindu
chariot, urging Hindus to tear
down the mosque and build a new
temple. So committed are
Advani's supporters that they are
willing to do anything for him.
Along his trek, Advani presided
over rituals in which 101 zealots
offered a pot of their blood to his
cause whereas another supporter
pierced his arm and put a blessing
blood mark on Advani' s forehead.
Alarmed by this zeal, Singh
ordered that Advani be arrested
further inflaming India's seven
hundred million Hindu support-
ers who were already upset over
the Mandal commision, the af-
firmative action plan for the lower
eastes. .
Last week, thousands of
Hindus coverged on Ayodhya,
bent on tearing down the mosque
at the precise moment atrologers
had determined it. Their plans,
however, resulted in a clash be-
tween bearded monks and the
police who brutally beat back the
monks every time they neared
their target with bamboo clubs,
tear gas, and live ammunition. A
group of five hundred militants
did manage to break through the
police blockade and break a few
symbolic chips qf the mosque
wall. This violent clash resulted
in the deaths of thirty people.
As a result of these actions, a
confidence vote was taken and
Singh lost. Sectarian violence
soon spread to other cities across
India, and even to Bangladesh,
India's muslim majority neigh-
bor. Even though Singh handed
in his resignation to President
Ramaswani Vevkataraman soon
after learning of his failure, India's
problems have not been solved.
The person who steps into Singh's
shoes will face an increasing
economic crisis, a drifting for-
eign policy, and several extremely
saying "college exemption", for-
get it, because it no longer exists.
It was disposed of after the Viet-
nam War. Even if it is reinstated,
you Seniors will only be here for
another half of a semester. Now I
realize the possibility of a draft is
low, but if Saddam Hussein kills
enough of our soldiers, maybe
even with chemical and biologi-
cal weapons, then the United
States will need more people to
sustain the War. And guess where
they will turn.
You may wonder why
George Bush is leading us to the
brink of war. Well, he is playing
a high stakes game of poker with
Saddam Hussein, hoping to scare
him into folding his hand and
leaving Kuwait. But if that does
not happen, Bush will feel that he
will have to invade. And why? A
diplomatic solution, one which
most other world leaders support,
would be easily attainable. It is
rumored that all Saddam Hussein
wants is an oilfield and two small
coastal islands. Kuwait is a rich
country that I'm sure could afford
those areas. Now, I realize that
Saddam Hussein should not be
awarded those provisions for
invading Kuwait, but we're fac-
ing a no win situation. Would you
rather sacrifice many American
lives so that the rich Emirs of
Kuwait can keep those puny terri-
tories?
If you feel that a war would
be wrong, now is the time to act.
Do no wait for the fighting to
start. Look for ways to protest the
build-up and any possible inva-
sion, whether it be writing letters
or attending rallies against the
impending war. Don'tlet Kuwait
become the Vietnam of the nine-
ties.
Gun Control in the Soviet Union?
Rise in Black Market Activity Prompts
Problems for Civilians and Officials
M By SETH GERBER
World & Nation Writer
During the Revolution Day
Parade on Red Square, Aleksandr
Shmonov fired a sawed off shot-
gun near President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev. It is unclear whether
or not Mr. Shmonov intended to
assassinate him. Mr. Shmonov, a
38 year old unemployed fitterfrom
Leningrad, is reported to be under
psychiatric examination. The
KGB has announced that Mr.
Shmonov is going to be formally
charged with violating the State
law against the Assassination of
State officials.
This incident is not isolated.
There is a new wave of violence
sweeping over Russia. The black
market Gun trade is growing out
of control. The Russian police
believe that the gun trade is di-
rectly related to the new wave of
organized crime. These rackets
deal with exploiting the new en-
trepreneurs for protection money,
prostitution, drugs, and stolen
government property. Crime is
not the only stimulant to the grow-
ing gun trade. The recent ethnic
violence in Georgia and near the
Armenia-Azerbaijan border has
also supported the gun trade.
Pravda .recently sent mem-
bers of their staff out to try and
buy weapons from the black
market. Their results are amaz-
ing. They priced pistols to im-
ported assault rifles. To prove
their story's validity, Pravda pur-
chased three grenade launchers.
They even had the opportunity to
buy a tank for $10,000. The Soviet
press has estimated that the gun
problem is so out of control that
between 50,000 to 500,000 weap-
ons are in private hands.
It is believed that many of
these weapons were purchased or
stolen from police, security guards
or the military. Many weapons
have been stolen from factories
that were supposed to melt them
down. The Soviets also blame the
new privilege to travel for the
widespread gun buying because it
has created new channels for the
black market to import weapons.
Although the gun problem in
the Soviet Union seems like noth-
ing in comparison to the problem
in America, it is a serious issue.
Perhaps it is a signal of the frus-
tration in Russia that glasnost has
not had many new improvements
in Russian life. The rise in crime,
then, is a result of the economic
and social problems in Russia
today.
The growing gun problem in
the Soviet Union should make us
reflect back on our own gun prob-
lem. Gangs nan rampant in the
streets all over America, bearing
semi-automatic rifles and shot-
guns. There still is no waiting
period for purchasing shotguns.
This is based on the assumption
that shotguns are less lethal than
other weapons. The only FBI
check required is when someone
wants to buy a handgun. The
amount of devastation caused by
our own gun problem is shocking.
It does not matter if guns are al-
lowed by the Constitution or not.
How can we place our value to
keep guns over the rights of the
victims of violence from such
weapons? It is much easier to pull
a trigger than to stab someone to
death. Thousands of lives are
taken every year from accidents
alone.
The growing problem in the
Soviet Union should be stopped.
In a time of economic crisis, both
the U.S. and the Soviet Union
should take a bolder stance against
guns. The crime in the U.S. is out
of control. The governments in
both countries better start taking
the social conditions of the masses
of their citizens seriously. It is
immoral to let the slaughter con-
tinue; something must be done.
divisive religious and social con-
troversies, including the affirma-
tive action act which plans to set
aside up to 49.5% of federal jobs
for the lower class. The plan is
now before the Supreme Court
and will resume hearing at the end
of the month. Singh's successor
will also have to deal with the
volatile Kashmir issue.
Among the aspirants to
Singh's "throne" is Rajiv Gandhi,
former Prime Minister of India.
Gandhi hopes the crisis will clear
the way for him to return to power
in some form of coalition with a
breakaway faction of Singh's own
Jauata Dal Party, possibly led by
recently deposed Deputy Prime
Minister Deri Lai, a popular fig-
ure among powerful rural land-
owners. All in all, it is obvious
that India faces tough times ahead.
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Welcome to the second edition of Cheers 'N Jeers, a semi-
formal and short method of recapturing opinion over the political
and not-so political events that occurred over the past week.
CHEERS: To the Democratic Party for posting a rather impressive,
but moderate nationwide victory in last Tuesday's General Election.
All in all, the Democrats gained one seat in the Senate and nine seats
in the House of Representatives. And even though there was one
governor's seat lost in the election, die Republicans lost two, both a
result of Independent victories in Connecticut and Alaska. Even
more Cheers to Ann Richards for capturing Texas, saddling yet
another defeat for the tired ol' warhorse, Mr. Bush, whose political
grandstanding in that state for oil buddy Clayton Wiliams. She is
reportedly the most liberal candidate to win a statewide office for the
past twenty-five years, as her concerns were primarily for education,
insurance, and welfare programs for the underprivileged. The
campaign, full of mudslinging and the typical accusations that
abound in present day politics, did not seem to abash Ms. Richards
rough and tumble spirit evidenced by her witty remarks and her
spitfire tongue. One of her favorite lines is reportedly "If you cant
fill the till, don'tpass the bill." And with this, her victory symbolizes
a victory for women, liberals, Democrats, and all those who want to
eliminate J.R. Ewings from the ten gallon hat of politics.
CHEERS: To my homestate Senator, Paul Simon, who posted a
rather large and stupendous victory over Lynn Martin, who assumed
that Mr. Simon's failed Presidential campaign and his "liberal"
status would cause a downfall for the Makanda, Illinois Senator. She
was wrong.
JEERS: To Connecticut voters for electing Lowell Weicker as your
next governor, simply because poor Bruce Morrison was the better
candidate. Still, Weicker is better than Republican John Rowland,
whose idiotic and wishy washy stance on several issues makes him
oneof the worse candidates in history. (Well, maybe not.) Weicker's
victory will pose interesting problems and/or solutions for
Connecticut's crisis.
JEERS: To Jesse Helms and, more importantly, North Carolinian
voters for re-electing the racist to another term. Once again, his
politics were despicable. "The national, implication of this race is
that the cultural and racial issues Helms raised such as homosexuals
teaching in the classroom and racial quotas are powerful weapons for
the Republican Party. People have to understand that the questions
Helms raised in this, election were not revists to old cultural and
racial issues. Instead, they raised some of the toughest battleground
issues that will be fought out over the next few years," said Mike
Donilon, poll taker for Harvey Gantt, Helms's Democratic chal-
lenger. If that is true, then it's a frightening realization, for racism
and homophobia are two attitudes/mental problems which should be
combatted, not endorsed in some half-cocked way by the more
educated members of our society. It's only sad that many North
Carolinian voters didn't realize this before they elected Mr, Helms
to yet another term.
CHEERS: (and not to election results) To ABC's Twin Peaks for
finally letting us in on who really killed Laura Palmer in this
weekend's horrific episode. For those of you who missed it and had
better things to do, the episode made it clear that the supernatural
BOB inhabits Leland Palmer (that's Laura's daddy). In the final ten
minutes of the show, Leland/BOB (they repeatedly interchanged the
two actors who play them) killed Maddy, Laura's look-alike cousin
while Agent Cooper was busy listening to the Giant tell him "It's
happening again." Well, I don't mean to brag, but I had Leland
pegged from the start. Okay, you probably won' t believe me, but it's
true. After watching my first episode of Twin Peaks this summer
(that was episode three), I turned to my friend and former high school
English teacher and told them that I suspected that Leland had been
molesting Laura since she was a young girl and was therefore the
only likely candidate to have killed her. After reading the Secret
Diary of Laura Palmer earlier this year, it only seemed more
apparent that Leland was the murder, and supposedly, he is. But on
Twin Peats, one never knows. By the way, if you haven't read the
Diary, do so; it's a good read. And remember: The Owls are not what
they seem.






Special to the Tripod
Since the U.S. military began
it s build-up in Saudi Arabia, world
leaders have been trying to decide
how to deal with the issue of the
occupation of Kuwait. Nobody
knows what to do, and nobody
wants to "pick up the big stick"
and actually do something about
it. President Bush, indecisive as
always, says he won't compro-
mise with Iraq and he won't ac-
cept anything less than the U.N.
terms. But he won't say he's
ready to go to war, either. In other
words, he's going to sit still until
forced to act because it might
damage his already tail-spinning
political career. And it seems as
though Europe and our NATO
"friends" are only willing to
commit outdated technology. So
what are our options?
First we've got to look at the
peace-related answers. Bush did
enforce an embargo— apian that's
really working. Iraq has not felt
the slightest bit of hardship from
this Bush-really-is-a-tough-guy
public relations move. Iraq has
not limited one supply after their
repeal of the rationing of gas and
oil. And they don't need to ration
anything — after all, IRAN is
supplying them with everything
they need.
The other major suggestion
is a compromise. And although it
might seem like a good idea to
avoid the use of the black body-
bag again, any compromise re-
sults in American loss. Hussein
has already suggested he would
give back Kuwait City as long as
he can keep all of northern Ku-
wait. In other words, he gives us
the shattered city and he gets the
oil fields, the only thing that keeps
Kuwait' s economy afloat without
foreign aid. If we acceptthis deal,
we'll only be supporting Kuwait's
economy with the U.S. budget
one which doesn't need to be
giving out handouts to every for-
eign nation that needs help. The
idea for a compromise is also
dangerously close to the Allied
policy of appeasement at the be-
ginning of World War II. The
Allies continued to give Hitler
everything he wanted to avoid a
war. And in doing so, we sold
Austria and Czecho Slovakia down
the river. Can we do with same
with Kuwait's people and culture?
As a patriotic citizen, I don't
think so. Actually, I don't think
any world citizen can let this in-
sane dictator run rampant. The
only other option is to leave. Did
you ever notice that people who
say this either don't drive or com-
plain when they get to the pump?
Sorry, but Kuwait is our business.
Like it or not, we are an oil-based
society. Wedependonoil for trans-
port, electricity, and space heat-
ing. We all know that being de-
pendent of foreign oil isn't good.
But let's face it — we are, and it
won't be solved until we discover
fusion.
Now we come down to it. The
only option left is to go to war with
Iraq. I don't like it and neither do
others, but it's our only choice.
WiththeU.S. forces in Saudinow,
we can successfully wage an all-
out war against Iraq, not a 17th-
20th parallel Lyndon Johnson
police-action. And if Bush is will-
ing to really make a commitment,
the war could be over before
March.
We outnumber Iraq and are
superior to them in the air. If we
had A-6 bombers, F-14s, F-15s
and other aircraft up as soon as it
started, Hussein's air force would
soon be out of commission. We
already know how to jam all of
Iraq's air-to-air missiles. On the
ground, our tanks (namely the
Ml A1) are far superior to Iraq's
T-76 and T-72 Soviet models. And
the Ml A l's armor is so good that
it could take 2 direct hits from the
T-76 and still return fire. The AH-
64 Apache and the UH-1H Huey
will help support the ground troops,
and take out additional Iraqi tanks.
And Hussein has no navy to speak
of. So the only way in which he
now beats us is in the number of
ground troops alone. And after
repeated U.S. air strikes, the num-
ber of the "people's army" will be
greatly reduced.
The two arguments that the
modern "draft dodgers" have left
are the questions of untested U.S.
battle equipment and Hussein's
supply of biological and chemi-
cal weapons. First, they contend
thattheMlAl and the AH-64are
not yet battle tested. So that
makes them useless? When have
we gotten a chance to test the
stuff? They're also saying that
the equipment is breaking down.
O.K., that's true to a point.
Newsweek reported two weeks
ago that the Ml Al breaks down
an average of every 21 minutes
while it is adjusting to new con-
ditions. But the officers who use
the equipment know it will take a
few weeks to align the computer
systems. The people who don't
know are the ralliers who have
already started in San Francisco.
The only question left is
whether or not Hussein will use
chemical or biological warfare.
If he's losing (which he will be)
he might think of using chemical
weapons. But think of what'll
happen if he does—-we'll nuke
him or use chemical weapons
right back. The real question is
whether or not Bush will use
them. If Hussein bombs U.S.
troops with chemical weapons,
Bush can't just sit back and take
it. He's got to have a plan of
action for taking out Iraq, not
allow public opinion make the
decision for him.
In short, what we are dealing
with in the Middle East is a
madman running wild. He be-
lieves that he can invade a sover-
eign nation, do whatever he
pleases, and then cut a deal with
the superpowers of the world to
sneak out of it with his terms.
We've got to be insane to put up
with something like this. Hussein
isadictatorwhomustbestopped.
And if people think he's going to
leave Kuwait without a fight,
they're wrong. We can't com-
promise, sell Kuwait down the
river, leave, and have Hussein
take over the Middle East. We
have to act now. To quote the
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We Broke Into The Smith House.
M By JOHN CLAUD
Features Editor
The November night we had
chosen for our exploit was cold
and blustery. The sky was clear,
but there was no moon to reveal
my whereabouts, as we scam-
pered up the Chapel towards the
Koeppel center. As we crested
the hill, we saw our destination:
The Smith Alumni House.
The Smith House is only
open to alumni-ae. No students
are allowed in it. That's why we,
Features, were doing this. We
needed to see what it looked like,
how nice it really was, and if the
$1.8 million spent on it was
worthwhile.
As we were walking on the
lower long walk (at a leisurely
pace so no one would suspect
anything) we saw Dean David
Winer, curled up in the box un-
der the soccer bleachers that is
now his home. Dean Dave used
to live in what is now the Smith
House. We looked down at him,
clad in our best "Hogan's He-
roes" black turtleneck and black
fatigues, and flipped him a quar-
ter.
He was sleeping, soundly,
but the weather was getting cold,
and soon he would have to find a,
heating duct. ForDeanDave.we
decided, our mission would take
on special meaning.
The first step was to get rid
of the student eating dog, a
Rortwieler named Lips, Getting
by him would be easy enough.
But the security guards located at
the front and rear doors would be
another problem
Wedruggedtheirdoughnuts,
and that did the trick. We hated
to have to kill them, but it was a
necessary step..
After we sprayed whipped
cream over the security camera
(we couldn'tfindany of thatcool
white stuff that bank robbers
used) we jimmied the lock to the
frontdoor.
We had to be careful not to
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...And Barely Made It Out Alive
set off the laser alarms. The smoke
from a Lucky Strike revealed the
location of the beams, not to men-

























We began to take pictures of
everything with our little spy
camera. We moved from lush,
fully decorated room to room. We
stumbled across an alumni-ae
couple sleeping in one of the bed-
rooms. We hate to kill people, but
we kept reminding ourselves "For
Dean Dave."
We rummaged through some
files that revealed some grisly
truths. It was called the Smith
House because Smith is the most
common surname of alumni-ae,
and that can be a great money
raising ploy. ("Yeah, um, well,
y'know, we named this place after
you, Mr. Smith.") The logistics of
never having two alums named
Smith in the place at the same time
were spelled out as well,
The files also contained the
gruesome names of all the student
wait staff members who were sum-
marily executed after working over
Homecoming weekend.
But we didn't have time to
think. We had to keep moving.
We had to get in and out of there
fast.
But we weren't fast enough.
At only two minutes and fifteen
seconds into the mission, THEY
came. TheStormtroopers. I could
see them from the second floor
window surrounding the house. As
they made their way inside, we
realized at last who they were.
This elite team had never been
identified.
Anyone who had ever seen
their faces had been "neutralized."
We had to make it out alive.tov
reveal their true identities.
The leader of the group was
Ned Montgomery, code named
Wild Weasel, former chairman of
the Board of Trustees. He was
carrying one of those big, "Aliens"
guns that fire 5,000 rounds a sec-
ond and puts you on academic
probation.
He was followed by Liz Na-
tale, director of public relations. I
could hear their conversation from
the top of the stairs.
"This could be a public rela-
tions nightmare. What if word got
out that a student actually got into
this building?"
"Don't worry. No one will
ever know. I'll see to
that...personally."
"C'mon, Ned," said Jerry
Hansen> Director of Alumni and
College Relations, "do we have to
neutralize this one, too. Can't we
just break his legs or something?"
"Jesus, Hansen, you always
have been a wuss. I don't have
room on my team for a softy.
Now you get out there and do
your job."
Under his breath I heard
Hansen whisper "Jesus, that guy
is a tall a-hole."
What was that?"
"Nothing...nothing."
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had to get out of there, and fast.
So we jumped through window,
somersaulted out on the roof, and
monkey flipped off the second
story, landing on our feet in the
driveway. Then we ran across the
new parking lot, which students
will not be able to use, and scam-
pered into the graveyard, waiting,
watching, wondering when they
would come for us.
But they never did. We woke
up the next morning, a little sore,
a little scared, but alive. We
wondered why they never hunted
me down. We wondered why we
were still breathing.
Maybe they realized that it
was no big deal that students be
allowed to see the inside of the
Smith House. Maybe a new era
had dawned that morning in stu-
dent-administration relations.
Or maybe not.. Since that
night we've been hearing things
outside our windows, and check-
ing our food before we ate it. We
are the only blemish on the
Stormtroopers assault list.
We get sly "I'll get you yet"
smiles from administrators. We
are on our guard. Some people
take things like this personally,
even though it's just our job.
We made it out alive. We're
Features. We're here to help.




Lately, many fraternities have been throwing
(no, I wasn't going to say beer bottles) super-
mondo-huge theme parties. These parties are fun,
but who am I trying to kid. They have faults (how
very odd of me to dwell on the negative) and I feel
a deep, inner desire to entensively detail them. The
Calvin and Hobbes
top three reasons why people attend fraternity parties
are 1. to drink, 2. to dance and 3. to have random things
happen to them (which can include hooking up, throw-
ing up and telling someone you hate to shut up).
The drinking part oftentimes is a complex ordeal.
The complexity stems because many have yet to solve
the mysterious heirarchy of 'who gets a beer first',
which I believe I have done:
1. Brothers
Please See Parties, Next Page
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Calvin and Hobbes is printed in the Tripod courtesy of the Hartford Courant.
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Giving Thanks Your Dog is Not In the Garbage or in Fresno
H By DAVE BARRY
Syndicated Columnist
Thanksgiving is a time when we pause to Buuuuurp. Excuse me. Thanksgiving is a
time when we pause to remember the courageous sacrifices of Buuuuuurp. Whoo. Sorry.
We pause to remember the courageous sacrifices of nu-
merous turkeys and their ancestral foreturkeys before
them, without which the American nation would weigh
about fifteen pounds less per American.
You probably have your own turkey recipe, but you
have not had turkey until you taste it the way I make it.
People will take just one bite of my turkey and exclaim:
"Aren't you supposed remove this plastic bag contain-
ing turkey organs before you put it in the oven?" Not me,
pal. Those organs are SCARY. I'm not putting my hand
inside a dark turkey orifice until Pm sure they are
DEAD. So I recommend cooking the tar out of the
turkey, then firing machine gun-like bursts into just in
case. We call this "Turkey Miami Style."
Thawing is also important. For best results you
should start thawing your turkey about three weeks ago,
because your modern supermarket turkey is frozen to
the hardness -of state capitol floors. In fact, thanks to
genetic engineering, many modern turkeys are actually
GROWN FROZEN. Yes. They start out as frozen
embryos, and they are genetically engineered so they
have no head or feathers; they also have cooking instruc-
tions right on their skin. You go to modern turkey farms
and all you see are these rock hard BREASTS running
around, bouncing off each other like bowling balls.
They have a public address that does their gobbling for them.
So let your turkey thaw out thoroughly, is my advise, and then cook it. Or throw it into
the garbage. We had to do this once with a turkey that had thawed out a little too much and
smelled like a pair of post game rugby shorts. An important cuisine tip, which has been
handed down through generations of famous European chefs, is :MAKE SURE YOUR
DOG CANNOT GET YOUR TURKEY OUT OF YOUR GARBAGE. We failed to follow
this tip, and our large main dog, Earnest, found the turkey and ate the whole thing, them
capped off her elegant dining experience by taking maybe 10 steps and throwing up the
entire turkey in the living room.
"Whoa!" is the thought that at this point formed inside her brain, which is the same
model found in broccoli, "Am I ever going to get in trouble for this!" So she started
walking the way dogs do when they are guilty of something, wherein they hunch way
down on the floor and creep along on their stomaches, snakelike, using their toenails
for traction. This caused our small emergency backup
dog, Zippy, to become confused and think that maybe
he had something wrong, so when I walked into the
living room, there was a semi-digested turkey carcass
being slowly orbited by two hairy whimpering snakes.
Dogs would make totally incompetent criminals. If
you could somehow get a group of dogs to understand
the concept of the Kennedy assignation, they would all
immediately confess to it. Whereas you'll never see a
cat display any kind of guilty behavior, despite the fact
that several cats were seen in Dallas on the grassy knoll
area, not that I wish to start rumors.
Speaking of thawing and dogs and the warm glow
that we all feel at Thanksgiving, it seems appropriate
here to bring up the matter of the 1,000 frozen radioac-
tive federal dogs in California. I am not making these
dogs up. Several alert readers sent me an editorial about
them that appeared in theFresno Be e (Motto: "Fresno's
Most Comically Named Newspaper"). It seems that in
1958 the federal government, which as you know is al-
ways looking for expensive new ways to appear ridicu-
lous, began an experiment wherein 1,000 beagles were
regularly injected with radiation to see what happens
when 1,000 beagles are regularly injected with radia-
tion. The last beagle died in 1986, and all of their
bodies, which are radioactive, are being kept in frozen storage near Davis,Calif., along
with - this is still true - 34,000 gallons of radioactive beagle waste.
So far this project has cost $65 million, not including disposal, which is expected
to cost a lot more, although nobody has figured out how to accomplish it yet. My
suggestion would be to simply federal express everything to Iraq (Large cold package
for Mr. Hussein!"). But I'm sure the experts will think of something better. That'swhy
we have experts; so the rest of us can just sit around, digesting our turkeys and being
thankful.
Parties Offer Warm Thrill of Confusion, But Frats Need Some Help
Continued from previous page
2. Pretty girls/Girls with the
"right" reputation
3. Girlfriends
4. Friends who are girls




People not included on this
list are not served beer. Instead,
they are served the line "Sorry,
the keg's dry". Which we all
know as being the second biggest
lie on campus. ("I'll call you" is
the biggest.)
Dancing at fraternities (aka
potenti al riot scenes) can also be a
complex ordeal. The ordeal is the
actual dancing. I refuse to enter a
crowded dance floor for fear of
being trampled, mushed, punched,
kicked, drenched with beer, or
grabbed. Idon'tknowwhetherto
by Bill Watterson
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call dancers "brave" or "stupid".
But if you do venture out to
the dance floor you must realise
that dancing varies from frat to
frat. This is the complex part one
must crack. For instance, at Crow
dancing usually consists of ryth-
mic, quick, snappy movements
while facing someone of the op-
posite sex.
This is unlike AD where
dancing is a common, group-
swaying effect, where your arms
and hands lightly waft around
your waist, and your head bobs in
tune with everyone else's bob-
bing head.
Pike's dancing is definitely
geared towards jumping up and
down repeatedly for hours. The
higher, the better. That's why
everyone is always fighting for
the radiators (the highestpointon
thedance floor). Anyway.Iwould
rather boogie to my Walkman
through Mather Hall and be called
a freak than dance in a fraternity
house on the weekend.
Last on my list of frat party
evils is the randomness factor.
Randomness can be a good thing.
Many times, however, I am un-
able to differentiate between ran-
dom, sad, andscary. Perhapsyou
can help me with this. Here is my
personal favorite, honest to good-
ness, truly, twisted frat stories.
(Names of fraternities have been
changed to avoid people getting
all pissy).
First takes place at the Mall,
where brothers decided people
could enter free of charge if they
licked a garden slug.
Next door at Another De-
lightful Phratemity, instead of
stamping the hands of females,
brothers majic markered num-
bers ranging from 1 to 10. When
asked if the numbers were what
women rated, a brother simply
laughed.
During aCrome party, lights
were periodically turned off.
Meanwhile, partygoers groped at
the women. You decide.
Other than what I have men-
tioned above (and the fact that
some basements are covered in
beer slime) I can find only one
other fault. Unfortunately, its a
big one, and its name is attitude.
First of all, the attitude that
because a party has hundreds of
single girls and guys, it automati-
cally is a meat market. People
should see parties as "meet" mar-
kets instead Corny but true.
Secondly, the attitude that
causes people to think because
they are in a huge faceless crowd,
they have the right to be a jerk.
People become loud and manner-
less because thecrowdis enormous
• and "no one will notice". Brothers
should enforce some sort of anti.-
obnoxiousness rule that whenever
someone is unruly and unwanted,
they get thrown out. Why doesn't
anyone do this?
I have two theories: first is I
am the only one who thinks cer-
tain individuals becomeextremely
annoying and rude at parties,
second is that brothers feel no need
to extend themselves or change
anything because students keep
coming.
Wouldn't it be amazing to see
the reversal of attitude if fraterni-
ties were forced to adhere to a
"Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your
Money Back" policy. Brothers
would then make sure everyone
was having a good time. Lights
would stay on, bar lines would be
short, and personal safety on the
dance floor would be ensured.
Party people would then start
behaving for fear of being thrown
out.
But that means everyone
would start acting like adults and
that's no fun, right?
Call me crazy but I still think
paying partiers have rights to
common courtesy, cleanliness, and
Corona. Well, maybe not Corona,
but at least cold beer.
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GENERAL
The Dean of Students Office
wishes to remind you that the last
day to drop classes is December
7. Also, all petitions for incom-
pletes will be due December 7,
as will petitions to change pass/
fail classes for grades. No late
petitions will be heard by the
Academic Affairs Committee, so
remember that December 7 is the
last day.
Trinity has established a recorded
information lines that enables.the
public to get details at any time
about cultural events on campus.
Calling 297-2001 puts the caller
in touch with daily events, weekly
events, information on contact-
ing the Austin Arts Center box
office and Cinestudio. Also,
directions to the campus will be
provided.
JTrinity Student Tour of the
USSR and Poland 1991 will take,
place January 2-19, 1991. The
tour will go to Helsinki, Moscow,
Leningrad, Vilnius, Warsaw, and
Krakow/Auschwitz. Students
interested should contact Dr.
Kassow or Dr. West (sign up list
located at Seabury 12C).
Undergraduate student eligible
for work study wanted as Re-
search Assistant, to participate
in manuscript preparation and
research in literature and psy-
chology and Women's Studies
between October 1990 and May
1991. The position involves
typing, proof reading, editing of
texts on a computer, and other
duties. It offers many opportuni-
ties for learning, flexible hours
(5-6 per week distributed over
several days), and pays $4.75 per
hour. Verbal aptitude, prior
experience in manuscript prepa-
ration, and knowledge of
WordPerfect 5.0 preferred. Po-
sition requires knowledge of ho w
to use theresources of the Trinity
library, organizational skills, and
careful attention to detail. To
apply, contact Dianne Hunter,
Department of English, 115
Veraon Street, Room 206 on
Thursdays between 9 am - noon.
A panel of Glamour magazine
editors will select 10 national
winners for the 35th annual Top
Ten College Women Competi-
tion which honors outstanding
women college and university
students across the country.
Applications may be obtained by
writing to GLAMOUR'S Top
Teh College Competition, 350
Madison Avenue, New York,
New York 10017 or by looking
in the October 1990 issue.
Attention French Majors: The
French language proficiency
exam will be given again Thurs-
day, November 15 starting at 4:00
pm in the Life Science Center
Room 135. All students planning
to take the exam must register
with the secretary of Modern
Languages, Mrs. Shorey, in
Seabury 23 and pick up the essay
questions a week in advance. All
French majors, Plan A or B, must
take this exam.
LECTURES
Monday November 19 — "An-
cestors, heroes and Uses of Greek
Memory" by Professor Carla
Antonaccio of Wesleyan Univer-
sity. 8 pm in McCook Audito-
rium. Presented by the Hartford
Society of the Archaelogical In-
stitute of America and the classics
department at Trinity College.
Talk With Tom, a question and
answer session with President
Gerety, will be held November 27
from 8-9 pm in the Rittenburg
Lounge. This is an ORL/c?NB/
RC/A Production.
Monday November 19 — "Legal
Assaults on Women in the
Workplace: The Case of the
EEOC vs. Sears, Roebuck and
Company" by Ann J. Lane, pro-
fessor of history at the University
of Virginia. English Department
(115 Vernon Street) at 8 pm.





#* THE RESIDENTIAL LIFE 5-9 LINE IS AN
INFORMATIONAL RESOURCE PHONE LINE THAT IS
OPERATED AND STAFFED BY THE RA PEER MENTORS
WHO SPECIALIZE IN THE SUBJECTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULT, SUBSTANCE ABUSE, CONFLICT AND
SENSITIVITY, AND SELF AWARENESS.
** WE CAN TAL/T WITH YOU ABOUT PROBLEMS, GIVE
YOU INFORMATION ON A TOPIC THAT CONCERNS
YOU, OR JUST LEND A LISTENING EAR. CALLS
TO THE 5-9 LINE CAN BE MADE ANONYMOUSLY.
** CALL US ANYTIME5PM TO 9PM, SUNDA Y THROUGH
THURSDAY, WHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION, AT
297-2529
THE 5-9 LINE IS HERE TO HELP!
Pulitzer Prize winning poet Gary
Snyder, poet-in-residence at Trin-
ity will given a reading in the
Goodwin Theater. The reading
will take place on Tuesday No-
vember 13 at 8:15 pm.
EXHIBITS
"Shooting Life: Twentieth Cen-
tury Photographs," original works
of famous 20th Century photog-
raphers. Selections in the exhibi-
tion are from three alumni collec-
tions. The exhibit will be held in
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center from 1-5 pm through
November 21.
"The Abyssinian Birds of Louis
Agassiz Fuertes," reproductions
of watercolors by the American
illustrator and naturalist. To be
held through December 15 in the
Watkinson Library, A Floor in
the Library.
"Complaints and Cures: The
Search for Health.in the 19th
Century America." Watkinson
Library, A Floor in the Library.
To be held through February 15.
Dan Martinez-Stahl has a photog-
raphy exhibit being held in the
Mather Artspace from now until
November 18. Selected photo-
graphs will be shown.
MUSIC
The Trinity College Concert Choir
conducted by Gerard Moshell will
be performing Mozart's "Re-
quiem" on Friday November 16
and Saturday November 17. The
choir will perform in the Trinity
College Chapel.
THEATER
Friday November 16 and Satur-
day November 17 —Teatime with
the Jesters. One-act plays acted
and directed by Trinity College
students. "Amnesia" by Trinity
College students. "Amnesia" by
Trintiy senior Penner Solie will'
be performed on Friday, Novem-
ber 19 at 4 p.m. and "Iz She Izzy"
by Connecticut playright Lonnie
Cater will be performed at 4 p.m.
on Saturday, November 17. Gar-
many Hall, Austin Arts Center.
Presented by the Jesters and the
department of theater and dance.
Monday November 19 — "La
Farce se Maitre Pathelin," a 15th
century play performed in French
by the Compagnie Cluade
Beauclair, aFrench theater group.
Sponsored by the Trinity College
theater and dance department,
history department, English de-
partment, department of modern
languages, office of the dean of
the faculty, Austin Arts Center
and the Alliance Francaise. 8 pm
in the Goodwin Theater.
If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside, would you still smoke?
NOV. 15. THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT.
-
















.: Irying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider
\ the n e ^ affordable Macintosh*
Classic®computer, .
: It has everything you need—
including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, and
a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh
Classic is ready to run, because die system software is already
installed!" And, thanks to the Macintosh computers legendary ease
of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of avail-
able applications that all work in the same, consistent way-so
once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have
trouble sharing.Trie Apple8 SuperDrive-standard equipment
* Macintosh Classic computers purchased bolofQ January 1991 include system software on floppy d'Sks; software is not installed.
(31990 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, inc. SupeiDrive and "The
power to ba your bast" are trademarks of Apple Computer, inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, inc. MS-DOS
is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
'OS
* %




with every MadnfflSh-reads'from and writes to
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Applell floppy disks,
which means you can share information with
someone who uses a different
type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for
yourself. It'll change your mind about
cheap roommates.
For further information visit the Life
Sciences Center Room 142.
See Nancy Sowa or call 297-2571.
The power to be your best™
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It's where the high school has-beens and college almost-
weres can be heroes. Stories of dramatic comeback wins and
spectacular individual performances that will be told countless
times in class rooms and bar rooms are created there. You hear
about playground legends that make talk of Lamar mundane.
Where can this world where dreams become reality be found?
Where else are there a half-dozen dynasties in the making?
Welcome to the warm and welcoming world of intramural
sports - where you to can be famous for fifteen minutes.
Trinity's revamped intramural program which thusfar has
included football, tennis, soccer and volleyballis the campus' new
athletic rage. The mind behind the madness is Maureen Pine. Pine
took over the intramural program this yearfollowingthe departure
of former crew coach Burt Apfelbaum. Gradual building of the
program from the scratch she inherited might have satisfied many
people, but Pine has done much more.
Who was the championship intramural football team in
1989? Your memory fails you? That's because there wasn'treally
one, Does anyone remember much about intramural events from
Trinity's past? Was there much to remember?
The point is, now intramural happenings are well publicized
and followed through on. There is variety so that nearly everyone
can get involved. Sports for men and women, teams and individu-
als.
The Hornets will go down in the annals as a dominant force
that tore through a legitimate intramural league schdule and
playoffs. Trinity will soon crown intramural tennis champions.
Dormitories and fraternities are bonding in friendly competition
on the soccer field and volleyball court.
Making Pine's efforts all the more noteworthy is that she
balances her new responsibility with her roles as head coach of
both the women's soccer and basketball teams. She should be
praised for a fine start to rebuilding Trinity's intramural athletic
program.
The opportunity is now available to all Trinity students. Let's
hope that the program is taken advantage of and continues to
flourish.
Open Its Eyes to Football Playoffs
as It Has to Underclassmen Drafting Eligibility?
Finally it appears as if the National Collegiate ' — ° "Athletic Association is opening its eyes and seeing
that it's 1990. There is a proposal in the works to be
submitted to the NCAA council which, if passed,
would allow any athlete to enter the pro draft and
then, if not satisfied with his contract offer, or not
drafted, retain his collegiate eligibility. This pro-
posal would most affect football and basketball
players.
Today, a college football or basketball player is
free to declare himself eligible for the draft. In doing
so, however, they forfeit thier remaining college
eligibility, even if they are undrafted orrefuse to sign.
The athletes don't have to sign a pro contract, they
don't have to hire an agent. All they have to do is test
their worth in the professional ranks. This is an
unfair practice which should be ended.
Sports Analysis by Tim Richman
As it stands now, a baseball player can be
drafted right out of high school and yet still retain his
eligibility. Hockey players can be drafted in college
and still finish their collegiate careers without losing
thier eligibility.
In fact, no single player in these sports has to
declare their eligibility to their respective sports. If
a team wants to take a chance on drafting them in
hopes of signing them, the team drafts and then
hopes to woo that player to their team. If they don't
sign him, they have wasted a pick.
College coaches may cry foul at this practice,
believing that the player used him and his university
to get to the professional ranks. NFL teams may be
very hurt if some players refuse to sign when they
declare themseles eligible for the draft. But there are
ways to work around this, including retaining rights
to players drafted and supplemental drafts. College
sports are not around to please college coaches or be,
in effect, minor league sports for the professional
ranks.
College players are being used by universities
to make exorbitant sums of money for the school.
The least the NCAA should do is allow these players
to test their worth in the professional market. As
NFL commisioner Paul Tagliabue asked, "How can
you prevent a young man from looking into his fu-
ture?"
Now that the NCAA is considering stepping into
the 90's, there is another issue I'd like them to take a
look at: the method for deciding college football's
national champion.
It is about time the NCAA institued a playoff
format to decide the champion. Instead of a 'mythical
national champion' as the present polling produces, a
playoff will give a definite champion, and no griping
by slighted teams.
As it exists right now, teams can become national
champions based soley on timing. This is because
rankings are all timing. To show how stupid rankings
are, we will look back to September of this year: the
first game of the season, Notre Dame defeats Michi-
gan. NotteDame#l. A few weeks later, Michigan has
moved up to #2. Notre Dame loses to Stanford. Both
Notre Dame and Michigan have one loss, and Notre
Dame has beaten Michigan.
But, because Notre Dame lost most recently
Michigan becomes #1. Imagine how frustrated Notre
Dame would have been if Michigan had won the rest
of their games, including the Rose Bowl, while Notre
Dame also won the rest of their games. Michigan
would have retained their #1 ranking, while Notre
Dame, who had beaten Michigan, would be #2. This
is not the correct way to decide national champions. A
playoff format, involving the top four ranked teams,
is.
Now that the NCAA is opening its eyes on the
drafting procedure, maybe they could look into a col-
lege football national championship. Every other col-
legiate national championship is decided by playoff
format; why not include football on that list,
Cross Country continued
that kept him out of one race. Junior DiPreta '91
and Rob Baldwin '93 missed several races at the
end of the season due to injury.
The addition of Andrew Pottenger '92 at mid-
season helped the men's cause. He stepped in and
became the number four runner, giving the team a
much stronger scoring five.
At the NCAA New England Regional Men's
Championships this past Saturday, Trinity men
finished 20th. The women's team finished well,
placing thirteenth. _.
drop your pants
•u at V ^the campus laundry
Drop your shirts. And towels. And sheets. And your dry cleaning too
We'll wash & fold all your laundry for you. We'll iron or dry clean.
All at special student rates.
So stop spending time doing laundry and keep studying!
located in Mather Hall open!uesday&fr!day:lOam-6pm campus phone-297-5301
*
• a service of"~~—3C ;—:—• — •  i  f :x~ •—-
american dry cleaning & laundry
hartford, east hartford, new britain •
EXTENDED HOURS!! Now open Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
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Brett Albren d. Dimitry Stambler




Lisa O'Connell d.Louise Messiqua




Results from the NCAA New England Div
III Regional Championships, held at South-
eastern Massachusettes University November
10. Colby won the men's team compition,
Williams won the women.






WOMEN (13th overall)- 3.1 mile course
Carrie Pike 19:36
Candace Mulready 20:27





















































































































Hockey <S> Northeast Kickoft
Tournament at Bowdoin
Sat vs. Middlebury 4:00
Sun. Consolation or Finals TBA
Athlete of
the Week
The College View Athlete
of the Week is football
captain Andy Wjlson '91
whose last-minute goal
line tackle preserved the




Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kidcoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
:,..
With Pride On the Line
Bantams Edge Cardinals 10-9
M By PETE FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
On the last Saturday of the
1990 football campaign the Trin-
ity Bantams came away with a 10-
9 victory over the Wesleyan Car-
dinals. The mud besmirched win
gave the Bants a second place
finish in the New England Small
College Atheletic Conference, and
a 6-2 record. The hard fought
game was a stark contrast to last
year's 37-7 Bantam rout. The
game was highlighted by the end
of an era, as 12 Trinity players
will never suit up in Blue and
Gold again.
The first quarter of the game
was slow. The mud had major
effects on both team's offenses.
The only flash of offense was a
strong drive by Trinity towards
the end of the quarter. Strong
running by Corrie Foster !91
behindDanKonstanty and the left
side of the line put the Bants in-
side the Wesleyan territory. Inter-
estingly, the 5'8 Foster enjoyed
success, while things were a bit
rougher for some of Trinity's
bigger backs. Foster attributed
this to the fact that he was able to
take small choppy steps. A gutsy
bootleg by James Lane, who threw
well in the rain (18 for 26 with 104
yards) set up Trinty on the Card's
doorstep. Bad weather played a
factor though; Joe Brockmire was
unable to hang onto a wet football,
and the Cardinals recovered his
fumble at their own five. This was
the first of four fumbles that the
Bantams would lose on the day,
The Cardinal started-a short
drive, that was interrupted when
Robert Conklin '91 picked off a
pass early in the second quarter.
D'Onfrio would be intercepted
twice more on the day. All told he
threw more passes in a single game
than any other Q.B. in Wesleyan
history. His numbers for the day
were 61 attempts and only 16
completions for 176 yards.
Conklin's pick off and return put
the ball at the 8. The Bantams
were only able to advance three
yards, and had to settle for a 22
yard field goal by Matt Fawcett at
13:53 of the second quarter.
Trinity picked off Wesleyan
again on the next drive. Jason
Masi '93, intercepted pass that
had been deflected by Dave Grant
at the line of scrimmage. James
Lane directed the next drive
through the air, with completions
to seniors Mike Davis and Rocco
DeMaio and junior Kevin Ris-
Cassi, to put the ball at the six yard
line.
On third down Wesleyan
defender Mark Molloy picked
Lane off in his own end zone, to
snuff out another Bantam drive.
After Trinity stopped the Cards,
they got the ball back again, and
committed a big mistake. Q.B.
James Lane was blind-sided, and
lost the ball on the impact of a big
hit. Wesleyan recovered at the
Trinity 32 and took it down to the
five. The Cardinals looked as if
they might get a touchdown, but
Brian Chisolm came up with his
eleventh sack of the year, to force
a field goal try by Wesleyan.
Kicker John Coughlan hit a 32
yarder with 42 seconds in the half
to knot the score at three all.
The second half followed a
script that had been played out all
year; the defense had it's back to
wall, and came up big every time.
In thesecondhalf D'Onofrio threw
32 times, and only completed 7.
On Trinity's second possesion of
the half, the special teams muffed -
a punt snap deep in their own end, •
but the defense held solid. On
fourth and goal from the 17, Jon
Dauphinee provided excellent
coverage to deny the Cardinals a
score. On the next Trintity drive
the Cardinals blocked a punt, and
recovered at the Trinity two. On
three plays the defense did not
give a yard, and after a missed
field goal, Trinty's offense took
the field.
The Bantams then embarked
on an 80 yard drive that consumed
seven minutes." Key to the drive
was the running of Stephen
Redgate, who in his last game as a
Bantam led the team in rushing
with 44 yards on 11 carries. From
the 13, Lane hit Foster to put the
team on the one yard line. This
time the Bantams would not be
denied, as Foster went over the
top from the one yard line.
Fawcett's extra point gave the
Bants a 10-3 lead with 9:55 left in
the game.
After stopping Wesleyan
again, the Bantams muffed an-
other punt, which gave Wesley an
another legitimate scoring threat.
The threat was ended, however,
when Jason Masi came up with a
crucial play, with his second in-
terception of the game. Trinity
was unable to move anywhere in
the mud, and was forced to quick-
kick, which Redgate, normally a
half back, did quite well. The
Card's were on the move again,
but on fourth down, Conklin
knocked down a pass intended for
Kevin Adams.
With under two minutes left
the Bantams looked to have the
game safely in hand, when disas-
ter struck. On first down Tom
Maselek fumbled the ball away at
his own 40, and Wesleyan got
another chance with 1:44 left in
the game. D 'Onofrio threw quick
strikes to Tim Vessel to put the
ball at the 12. From there he hit
Adams for a T.D., with 45 sec-
onds left. Wesleyan elected to go
for the two points, and the win.
According to Masi, the play was
supposed to be a " waggle " with
the Q.B. looking for Mike Mu-
raca, his top receiver. Because of
good coverage D'Onofrio elected
to run it in, but a wave of Bantam
Blue met him at the goal line, and
denied him pay dirt. On the ensu-
ing kick off Jay Kuselias hung on
to a low ball in the mud to seal the
victory.
The Bantam victory was the
fourth in four years over the Car-
dinals. The key to the win for
Trinity was the adjustment by the
defensive secondary to a team that
ran only 11 times all day. Freder-
ickDucey andJon Dauphinee both
commented that they had never
played against a team that oper-
ated the run-and-shoot so well.
The defense was up to the task.
After Advancing to Finals,
Field Hockey Falls to Williams
H By MARCTENEROWICZ
Sports Writer
Despite losing 3-1 to Wil-
liams in the finals of the ECAC
play-offs, the field hockey team
finished the season with the same
dominating, aggressive style of
play that earned them an impresi
sive 13-4record. Down3-0atthe
half, the Bantams took control of
the game in the second half. After
Robin Cook '91 deflected a shot
off the goal line - robbing Wil-
liams' Alex Hyde of a sure goal -
Trinity went on the offensive for
the remaining thirty minutes.
After Cook's defensive save, the
Purple Cows failed to penetrate
Trinity's defensive circle more
than once or twice. On the few
occasions that Williams managed
to advance the ball past midfield,
the defense led by Cook, whose
confident, aggressive play
sparked the Bantams throughout
theplayoffs.tackled, dodged, and
immediately gave the ball back to
the offense.
The offense, as a result of
those opportunities and Trinity's
territorial domination, outshot
Williams 18-6 in the second half.
Unfortunately, solid goalkeeping
by Tracy Davis and bad bounces
held Trinity to just one goal - a
patented Lexi Rice' 93 blast which
blew by the helpless Davis with
3:04 remaining to make the score
3-1.
Trinity advanced to Final with
victories over Smith in the quar-
terfinals and Middlebury in the
semis. Against Smith, Trinity's
defense, spearheaded by Louise
van derDoes' 17 saves (including
14 in the Smith-dominated sec-
ond half),made a first half goal by
Rice, off a direct comer, stand up
for the 1-0 victory. This both
propelled Trinity into the semis
and avenged one of three regular
season losses.
Against Middlebury- "The
Battle for the North Adams Inn,"
the Bantams needed an overtime
period to put away the Panthers.
The teams traded second half goals
in route to a 1-1 regulation tie.
Lindsey Davison '94 opened the
scoring at 14:55 when she knocked
down a Rice drive and pushed it
past the Panthers' keeper for her
tenth goal of the season. With
4:57 remaining Middlebury'.s
Mary Blanchard. rocketed her
Cross Country Teams Eecl Injury-Marred Season
m Special to the Tripod
The Cross Country Team has
been beleaguered by injuries this
season, as few runners have been
able to stay healthy for the entire
season. Several runners have
missed races from injuries, and
two runners had their seasons cut
short..
The Cross Country team has
rarely been able to compete with
the most difficult New England
Competition. Substantial victories
came only at big meets, like the
Albany Invitational in October.
The season's first race at
Vassar Placed the woraenfirst and
the men third, but the competition
was mainly Division III schools
from New York. The competition
there is nowhere close to that in
New England.
At the NESCAC Champion-
ships, held at Bowdoin, the
women's team finished ninth and
the men did not score. The men's
number two runner and co-cap-
tain, Eric Gazin '91, could not run
that day due to GRE's. Scott
Mattoon '91, the Cross Country
MVP this season, finished 53rd,
the top Bantam placer. The
Bantam's only home meet on
October 27 was disappointing as
well, as the team finished fourth
out of five teams. The loss to
Wesleyan in the schools' annual
dual meet was the 59th consecu-
tive defeat for Trinity Cross
Country against the Cardinals.
The women have had better
luck than the men. Carrie Pike
'93 has run well all season, and
had a medal winning race at Al-
bany in addition to winning the
home meet. Jen Moran '91,
Debbie Gammons '93, and Claire
Summers'92,haveall flirted with
the twenty minute mark for the
season, a milestone in the
women's3.1 mile standard course.
Injuries have devastated both
teams. On the women's side, last
year's number two runner, Can-
dace Mulready '91, has suffered
fromavariety of injuries that have
kept her below top form all sea-
son. Pike suffered a knee injury
that effectedherrace at Wesleyan.
The men have been hurt badly
as well. Gordy Wisbach '93, the
number three runner, has suffered
from shin splints and a strained
knee. John Claud '91 has had
tendonitis of the Achilles tendons
Please turn to page IS
eighth shot of the game into the
Trinity cage to even the score.
If not for van der Does' most
spectacular, and most important,
save of the season, this game might
not have made it into overtime.
After Trinity failed to score on
two stellar chances with less than
two minutes left, a Middlebury
forward pushed the ball past the
Trinity defense a sprinted to break
in alone on van der Does. With
the ball at the top of the circle,
halfway between van der Does
and the onrushing Middlebury
attacker, van der Does exploded
off her line and slid out in front of
the ball, making the game saving
stop with her outstretched arm
and being kicked in the head by
the forward in a violent collision.
Van der Does was shaken on the
play but stayed in the game to
play the remaining :51 and make
another impressive save and clear
in the opening minute of the over-
time.
After stemming a Middlebury
chance early in overtime, Trinity
took the lead for good with 4:27 to
play when Lindsey Davison col-
lected a loose ball in the circle
and, in what seemed to take an
eternity, picked a corner with a
shot that just eluded the goalie's
outstretched pad. Grace Cragin
scored a goal less than a minute
later to insure the 3-1 victory and
ticket to the finals.
Penalty Corner- At the field
hockey team's banquet on Friday
the following awards were pre-
sented: Most Valuable Player-
Louise van der Does '91; The
Applebee Award for that player
who has made an outstanding
contribution both on and off the
field- Tinabeth Passaro '91; Most
Improved Player- Ashley Farrar
'93; Most Valuable Player J.V.-
Alison Friedman '94. Addition-
ally, next year's co-captains are
Christina Davison '92 and Mar-
got Ring'92.
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